Ultrahigh Thermal Rectification in Pillared Graphene Structure with Carbon Nanotube-Graphene Intramolecular Junctions.
In this letter, graded pillared graphene structures with carbon nanotube-graphene intramolecular junctions are demonstrated to exhibit ultrahigh thermal rectification. The designed graded two-stage pillared graphene structures are shown to have rectification values of 790.8 and 1173.0% at average temperatures 300 and 200 K, respectively. The ultrahigh thermal rectification is found to be a result of the obvious phonon spectra mismatch before and after reversing the applied thermal bias. This outcome is attributed to both the device shape asymmetry and the size asymmetric boundary thermal contacts. We also find that the significant and stable standing waves that exist in graded two-stage pillared graphene structures play an important role in this kind of thermal rectifier, and are responsible for the ultrahigh thermal rectification of the two-stage ones as well. Our work demonstrates that pillared graphene structure with SWCNT-graphene intramolecular junctions is an excellent and promising phononic device.